Given a dynamical system, one can define its degree of structural stability [1, 2] , which is roughly the number of independent causes of structural instability.
For example, degree one structurally stable systems correspond to stable bifurcations, i.e. those bifurcations which, when they occur in a given continuous one parameter family of dynamical systems, also necessarily occur in any small perturbation of this family. These are in sQme sense the most interesting bifurcations, since they are the only ones which are likely to be observed in generic one parameter families.
It is natural to extend these notions to the scenarios of transition to chaos, and we shall focus here on these scenarios which can be analysed in term of a renormalization group (for short RG). To be consistent, it will be necessary to consider as distinct two scenarios which are topologically the same (e.g. the cascades of period doubling bifurcations in the families 1 -ax2 and 1 -bx4), but which have different universal properties. Then, the degree of structural stability of a scenario is one less than the number of unstable directions of the fixed point of the RG (4) . Furthermore [3] and partial differential equations [4] . For simplicity, we shall only consider it here in the case of geometrically defined differential equations in 1R3, which are linear in the parallelepiped P : { (x, y, z) ~ I -1 x 1, --L y 2, 0 z 1}, where they are given by :
We shall denote by U the upper face of P. The points of U with x = 0 have orbits which converge exponentially fast to 0. We shall suppose that from any other point of U, starts an orbit which leaves P and re-enters it by crossing U from above, so that all the interesting part of the dynamics is confined in the cell represented in figure 1 . Such a flow induces a first return map F from U B{ x = 0 } to U and we shall only consider these flows such that F preserves the set of lines { x = const }, ie. F is given by :
where g acts as a contraction in the y direction, with 2013~-~Oasx-~0~. y ay Standard techniques allow then to describe the dynamics of F (and thus of the flow), in terms of the one-dimensional map J* [5] [6] [7] . We shall only consider flows such that the orbit of (1, 0, 0) (resp. ( -1, 0, 0)) crosses U the first time at a point with a negative (resp. positive) x coordinate. [8] suggest that this remains true for any a &#x3E; 1). Crossover behaviour are then deduced as usual. For instance the topological (5) We restrict ourself here to the case of ot close to one because it allows perturbation calculations. Note that for the kind of flows we consider a = )..3/ Å.l can be any real number larger than one. Also, because of the nature of the problem only fixed points of'6 and eigenvectors analytic in x ~x have to be considered.
(6) The same is true for the usual cascade of period doubling if, beside perturbations of the form F( x ~"), one also considers the physically non admissible perturbations sgn I x G( ~ x ICZ). This unstability yields to the cycle 2 of the RG reported in [10] . log y y " °T he instability of this scenario is related to the instability of both kinds of elementary bifurcations which constitute the cascade. In both cases, one has a degree two of structural stability. If one follows a one parameter family of almost symmetrical flows, the pitchfork will be deformed to a saddle-node followed by an exchange of stability (see e.g. Ref. [ 11 ] In cascades of such bifurcations, it is the overlap of these fuzzy regions which will cause the instability of the scenario.
An example of such instability is provided by adding noise to the usual period doubling cascade [ 11 ] . In this case, the constraint which stabilizes the scenario corresponds trivially to suppressing the noise. Table I summarizes the stability property of some of the known renormalizable scenarios for smooth and dissipative deterministic dynamical systems (the effect of noise has not been considered). These results have been announced in [12] .
